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I Write Answers in one or two sentences

(1x10=10)

1. What is blog?
2. Sample rate of a CD quality audio
3. The terms in which blog is arrived
4. What is the name used for the equipments associate in a computer system
5. What does domain denote?
6. How many kilo bites are there in a Mega bite
7. Write the name of two peripherals used in a computer
8. Name two external devices connected to the computer
9. Device which is the primary memory of a computer
10. The unit in which the memory of the computer is measured

II. Answer any 8 from 12 of the following not exceeding one paragraph
11. Expand www
12. Explain URL
13. Explain MIDI instruments
14. Distinguish RAM and ROM
15. What is a network?
16. Write three examples of audio format files
17. What are the two main types of network?

(8x2=16)

18. Explain the characteristic of blog
19. What is software?
20. Draw digital signal chain
21. Write four examples of social networking sites
22. What is a browser? Explain

III. Write short essay on any 6 from the 9 of the following

(6x4=24)

23. Hard drive
24. Internet naming system
25. Sampling rate of digital audio recording
26. Various types of digital musical instruments
27. Distinguish a website and a blog
28. Laghu , Drutam and Anudrutam
29. Dasapranas of Tala
30. Raga lakshana of Bhairavi
31. Playing technique of Mridangam
IV. Write an essay on any 2 from the 4 of the following
32. Describe the parts of a computer with the help of a diagram
33. How do you create a blog? Explain
34. Write an essay on internet
35. What are the advantages of a computer? Discuss

(15x2=30)

